
"If we want perfect education then
we must follow the principle of
Bhagavad Gita. Such education will
help the whole human society. In all
different fields of activity, social,
political, religious, cultural, economic
and so on"

Srila Prabhupada 
Letter 1st May 1974 ( Bombay )

Srila Prabhupada stressed that
character development is an
inseparable part of education. He
explained that the teachers
themselves should be exemplary role
models to successfully impart Vedic
knowledge to the students.
Setting a good example for the boys
is the best precept. There is a saying
that an example is better than a
precept. Our exemplary character
depends on strictly following the four
principles, and this will conquer the
whole world. 

Simply by following our regular
routine, the children can associate
as much as possible with the Krishna
Conscious program. They can learn
our method of Krishna
Consciousness by rising early, by
following the spiritual activities,
gaining knowledge of Sanskrit   along
with their academic studies of
different subject like English, 
 Mathematics, science, history,
geography etc.

The Jackfruit Tree! Coming
from the birthplace of Srila
Prabhupāda, this jackfruit
plant is an expansion of the
same tree under which 125
years ago, His Divine Grace
A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada, had appeared.
In accordance with Bengali
tradition, the mother had
gone to the home of her
parents for the delivery, and
so it was that on the bank of
the Adi Ganga, a few miles
from his father's home, in a
small two-room, mud-walled
house with a tiled roof,
underneath a jackfruit tree,
Abhay Charan was born.

EDUCATION AND THE
GOOD LIFE

PLANTED A JACKFRUIT TREE
ON 125TH BIRTHDAY
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GAUR PURNIMA  CELEBRATION

In BGIS Gaur Purnima was
celebrated with much reverence
and fervor. Everyone tried to keep
fast throughout the day. Students
gathered early morning to get
the darshan of the Lords. The
Deities of Lord Nityananda and
Lord Chaitanya were adorned in
new garments. The whole temple
was decorated with fragrant
flowers. Evening we had maha-
abhishek offered with fruit juices,
flower juices, milk, curd, honey,
ghee, sandalwood powder and
sacred water. Devotional
atmosphere permeates all over
throughout the day in the form of
melodious kirtans which touch
the heart. There was a drama
named "Chandkazi" performed by
the middle-grade students and
also Kahoot quiz competition was
held on the topic of Mahaprabhu. 

BHAKTIVEDANTA GURUKULA 
& INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

NEWSLETTER  JANUARY - MARCH 2022

VISIT OF HH GOPAL KRISHNA
GOSWAMI MAHARAJ

H.H. Gopal Krishna Goswami
Maharaj is a senior disciple of Srila
Prabhupada and very senior
spiritual leader and GBC of
ISKCON. 
He was gracefully received with a
kirtan by the students and
teachers. Gurukula boys prepared
garlands and offered them to
Maharaj. During his meeting with
all devotees, Maharaj encouraged
and inspired them to continue
serving Krishna with full dedication.
He motivated students to keep a
balance between spiritual
education and material education
to be proficient with exemplary
character as desired by Srila
Prabhupad. He spoke to the
teachers to maintain the ideal
behaviour and inculcate
Vaishnava culture among the
students.
Maharaj's mercy was showered in
all corners of the BGIS campus.
Maharaj dropped in for a brief visit
to Gaushala and Aghasur statue.
He interacted with all the devotees
and blessed them with his sweet
words.

https://calendaroptions.com/january-february-march-2022-calendar/


HG Lila Purushottam Prabhu

ORGANISED IN COLLABORATION WITH
BGIS VRINDAVAN
ISKCON RANCHI

ISKCON DEHRADUN

BVC IIT KANPUR
BVC IIT PATNA

This is the second year of the Online Gita competition which was successfully completed by the efforts of many devotees. This year we have

witnessed the registration of 12,600 national and international students. Maximum participants were from Jharkhand, Uttarakhand, Uttar

Pradesh, and Karnataka. Also, we had participants from Australia, UAE, Canada, Germany, etc

HG Lila Purushottam Prabhu has addressed the program and he spoke about the main objective and motive of this initiative which was to

learn Gita as a subject matter beyond the boundary of existing religion. Gita is meant for one and all irrespective of any caste, creed, or

religion.  HG Radhakant Prabhu- CAO of BGIS has come up with detailed statistics of the program. Followed by the announcement of the

winners which was done by the vice principal of BGIS- HG Lila Govind Prabhu
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BGIS .ORG

HONOURABLE MP OF MATHURA-HEMA MALINI JI IN THE CONCLUDING
CEREMONY OF ONLINE GITA GITANUSHILANAM

 

(Senior professor IIT Kanpur,

Director of BGIS)

GITANUSHILANAM 

The brainchild of this "Gitanushilanam' 2021" was done
by HG Lila Purushottam Prabhu

World's Biggest Online Bhagavad Gita Competition Ever

We had Distinguished guests amidst us - Hema Malini Ji who doesn't need any
identification. She is an eminent actress, director, producer, and also politician. We were
overwhelmed as she has rendered her valuable time and words of inspiration for us. Hema
Malini Ji has mentioned some instances which were spoken by Lord Krishna to Arjuna on
the battlefield when Arjuna was bewildered with his mind and thoughts.  

She was very delighted with this initiative of starting "Gitanushilanam". She has encouraged
people to read the Bhagavad Gita with more focus, attention, and seriousness as Gita is
the cream of all Vedic shastras also a solution to all material problems. We are highly
privileged to have such a dear devotee of Lord Krishna as the MP of Mathura, Vrindavan.
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The Student Team from Bhaktivedanta Gurukula & International School participated in the First Tech Challenge National Robotics

Championship held in Pune from 11-13 March 2022. FIRST® Tech Challenge is the world’s largest student-centered Robotics program that

focuses on giving students a unique learning experience. Each year, teams engage in a new game where they design, build, test, and

program autonomous and driver-operated robots that must perform a series of tasks, Teams also need to raise funds, design and market

their team brand, do community outreach and innovate to solve real-world challenges.

F T C CHAMPIONSHIP
Participated In The First Tech Challenge National Robotics Championship In Pune

Participating in First Tech Challenge gave students an opportunity to learn from different Teams across India. Students developed 21st-

century skills through various aspects of the Championship, learned teamwork and collaboration with other teams, enhanced their

presentation and communication skills through Judges interviews, worked on critical thinking skills for the Robotics Matches, and did

community outreaches to share their learnings with the children in various villages. With 

the lifelong learning experience, students are inspired to become problem solvers and 

change-makers.

First Tech Challenge is organized by  FIRST®  (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science

and Technology), an international organisation and a global robotics community. FIRST®

inspires young people to be science and technology leaders and innovators by engaging

them in exciting mentor-based programs that build science, engineering, and technology

skills, inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life capabilities including teamwork,

self-confidence, communication, and leadership.

FTC TEAM #4030 BGIS FROM BHAKTIVEDANTA GURUKULA & INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

From engineering and coding to design-thinking and community outreach & solving

challenges with Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Maths (STEAM), FTC Team

BGIS had hands-on experiences that inspired them to become problem solvers and

changemakers. Team members were recruited from grades 8, 9, and 10

The team was mentored by Tanya Mata Ji (STEAM Mentor - RISE) 

under the guidance of 

HG Lila Govinda Dasa (Vice Principal of the School)

Sri Narayani Mata ji (Principal) 



Mohan Shrivastava scored 100 in Physics, Chemistry and Maths.

Surendra Lohkna scored 100 in Physics, Computer Applications and 99 in Maths. 

Akshay Parmar scored 100 in Computer Applications and 99 in Sanskrit. 

Tanishk Gupta and Aman Juneja scored 99 in Biology 

11 Student's scored above 90%.

ISC ( XII )               1                 MOHAN SHRIVSTAVA     99.00%

ISC ( XII )               2                SURENDRA LOHKNA       98.00% 

ISC ( XII )               3                AKSHAY PARMAR            97.00%  

ISC ( XII )               4                SARAS PRABHAT AS..     96.00%

ISC ( XII )               4                KESHVANTH KUMAR        96.00% 

ISC ( XII )               5                ANKIT KUMAR SINGH      95.00%  

ICSE ( X )               1                 ANURAG GUPTA              95.60% 

ICSE ( X )               2                UMESH THAKUR               94.40% 

ICSE ( X )               3                VEDANG MANGALA         92.80% 

ICSE ( X )               4                 ARYAN BHATTACHA..     92.60% 

ICSE ( X )               4                GOPAL PRAJAPATI           92.60% 

ICSE ( X )               5                KOUSHTUBHYA MIS..      92.20% 

EXAM                 POSITION        NAME                                    PERCENTAGE 

The prenominal  result achieved by BGIS students in

ICSE and ISC Board exams gave much joy to

students, teachers and parents alike as they were

reassured that value based education is not conflict

with purely academic education but in fact a proper

combination of the two helps the holistic

development of children.  

BGIS is proud by the toppers of our school who are

not only focused in their academic but also show

keen interest in spirituality.

STUDENTS INDEED MAKE THE BEST
OF BOTH WORLDS
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The last two years have been a difficult time for everybody worldwide. This unprecedented
outbreak of a pandemic worst hit the education system of every country. Bhaktivedanta
Gurukula and International school is one of the leaders who started their online classes and
tried to normalise things and positively engage the students throughout this period.

Now, all the students are back to the campus, the home that they have been missing for so
long. An environment where they can play with their friends, fly in the fresh greenery around
and learn with their favourite teachers. The school can again hear those chirping littles in their
primary classes. Laboratories have again started with the students having their hands-on
experiments. The Enthusiasm and Energy have returned to the campus. 

Very soon, the annual examinations are starting for which all the teachers are working
rigorously with the students. The students must be conceptually clear and their revision work
accomplished. We hope they will perform nicely like their seniors and bring pride to their
parents and teachers. May Krishna shower his mercy to everybody.

B G I S

ISC - ICSE - 2021
RESULT SUMMARY

CA Sri Narayani  ( BGIS Principal )

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL



Gurukula is planning to maximize the
speaking of Sanskrit in the campus.
Speaking in Sanskrit and memorizing slokas
are very powerful tools to control the
menace of abusive language and bring a
positive atmosphere.

This is only possible if the teachers
practice it to set the right example for
students.
So BGIS has organized a Sanskrit Speaking
course which has started from 24th Jan
2022.

The Six-day lecture series for Spoken
Sanskrit through Zoom was given by HG
Jayantakumar Panda. He is a Sanskrit
enthusiast and he has been teaching
Sanskrit for the last 10 years. He has also
made immense videos explaining Sanskrit
Subhashitas and gained much love from
people around the globe. 

Now, this Sanskrit Sambhasanam class is
taken forward and looked after by our very
own Sanskrit expert from the BGIS family
HG Balaram Prabhu. All the teachers are
enthusiastically participating in this class.

S A N S K R I T
S A M B H A S H A N A M
SPEAK ING  IN  SANSKR I T  AND  MEMOR IZ ING  SLOKAS

JANUARY  2 4 ,  202 2

SANSKRIT
SAMBHASHANAM CLASS 
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He holds an Acharya degree (MA) in Sanskrit
Navya Vyakaran. He has qualified UGC NET in
Sanskrit traditional. He has been serving
ISKCON since 2002. He teaches Sanskrit and
Srimad Bhagavatam online and offline. He
has written a book (Sanskrit Vyavahar
Shikshanam) for Sanskrit Acadamy Delhi. 

Professor Jayant panda son of professor
Gajendra panda is the HOD of the
Department of Sanskrit, university in
Ahamadabad. Jayant Panda mastered in
eight different Indian languages. He has 10
years of experience in Sanskrit
sambhasanam. He conducts online and
offline Sanskrit sessions with various
schools/colleges/universities

SANSKRIT ACHARYA



The BGIS celebrated the most auspicious appearance day of
Lord Nityananda, also known as Nityananda Trayodashi. Lord
Nityananda is an eternal associate of Lord Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu. Lord Nityanada is the most magnanimous
expansion of Lord Sri Krishna, and who is none different from
Lord Balaram. Lord Nityananda is the adi guru, the first guru,
and He is worshiped as the most merciful incarnation of
Godhead.  

N I T Y A N A N D A  T R A Y O D A S H I
TH IS  AUSP IC IOUS  OCCAS ION  OF  NITYANANDA  TRAYODASH I ,

FEBRUARY  1 4 ,  202 2

The celebration began with the invocation (Mangala-charan
prayers) headed by BGIS Kirtan group, followed by the
recitation of Sri Nityanandastakam and bhajans from Middle
Schools. 

The Gurukula boys offered a wonderful song for the pleasure
of Lord Nityananda, they sang the “Akrodha Paramananda
Nityananda Raya”. In this song Srila Locana Das Thakur
writes, “The noble Lord Nityananda is never angry, for He is
the personification of supreme transcendental bliss.
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Devoid of any concept of false ego, Nitai wanders about the
town. Going from door to door in the residences of the most
fallen and wretched souls, He freely distributes the gift of the
Hari-nama mahamantra.

”The program continued with a drama offering from Primary
Schools. They performed the most famous pastime of Lord
Nityananda, “The Deliverance of Jagai and Madhai”. 

This drama showed us the magnanimous nature of
Nityananda Mahajan. He appeared on Earth primarily to
deliver the most fallen souls by inducing them to chant the
holy name of Krishna. The Lord is known for being merciful,
benevolent and kind towards all living entities. He does not
discriminate between pious, impious, black or white, rich or
poor, male or female, animal or human. 
No matter who we are, what we did in the past, The Lord
freely gives the Holy Name. The BGIS staffs graced the stage
by a beautiful rendition of a vaisnava song glorifying Lord
Nityananda and Lord Gauranga
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Yajnas For All 

Weekly Yajnas
Narasimha Homa | Sudarshana Homa

We did a Narasimha homa (yajna) and welcomed the boys back in our campus after a long lockdown break! Boys were really very
excited to be in campus after so long.

Vrindaranyam Weekly Yajnas

We did the yajna for the well being and
protection of the whole society from
chaos and anarchy. This homa offers an
excellent opportunity to get rid of
negativity and make the children
physically fit, mentally alert and
spiritually connected.
We have also performed a Sudarshana
homa to help in gaining prosperity,

healing the body and provides rejuvenation
of health which will also   help in the
purification from the harmful and toxic
energies and also helps to achieve sincere
desires.

This homa grants in restoring energies and
health. It also promotes success and
provides deep levels of purification.
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Distinguished Guests
BY IMMENSE FORTUNE WE RECEIVE VAISNAVA ASSOCIATION

On the auspicious day of Sri Advait Acharya Appearance Day we were fortunate to have the association of HG Mukunda Datta Prabhu ji
(Head Pujari ISKCON VRINDAVAN) 

Vrindaranyam Guests Visit

Prabhu has enlightened us with the divine
appearance of Adwaita Acharya prabhu,
how he frequently prayed for krishna to
descend and save the society which was
degrading day by day. Sri Advaita
worshiped Krishna on the banks of the
Ganges with Ganges water and Tulasi
leaves, crying out and begging for the Lord
to come save the suffering souls. In
response to Sri Adwaita Acharya's devotion
and compassion, Krishna decided to
appear, in the form of His own devotee—
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu.

On the divine appearance day of Lord
Nityananda prabhu we had an
association of HG Krishnananda
Prabhu, who has beautifully explained
who is Nityananda Prabhu and narrated
his pastimes. 
Lord Nityananda Prabhu who appeared
as Lord Caitanya’s principal associate page - 8

We were very much delighted to get the
association of HH Prabodhanand Sarasvati
Maharaj on the auspicious occasion of Gaur
Purnima, he is a very senior and learned
sanyasi from ISKCON Vrindavan who has
enlightened us with discourses on the
teachings of Lord Chaitanya.

A Maha-arati was offered to their Lordships
after the Abhishek. We had a very nice
Sankirtana under his guidance and a very
nice lecture about Gaur Purnima  also he
cleared all the doubts of some new guests
related to the Gaur Purnima. The day's
celebrations ended with grand flower
Abhishek which was enthusiastically enjoyed
by all, followed by the distribution of
sumptuous Ekadashi Prasadam and his
holiness also attended Prasadam event with
Gurukula boys.

HG MUKUNDA DATTA PRABHU

HG KRISHNANANDA PRABHU

HH PRABODHANAND SARASVATI
MAHARAJ

HG PANCHA GAUDA PRABHU.for spreading the congregational chanting of
the holy names of the Lord. He especially
spread the holy name of the Lord
throughout Bengal. He is considered an
incarnation of Lord Balarama.

HG Krishnananda Prabhu said once while
Nityananda played the part of Lakshman
and remained unconscious as long as the
child who was playing the part of Hanuman
did not bring the medicine as had happened
during the original pastime during Lord
Rama’s time. People then realised the real
identity of Lord Nityananda Prabhu and
started glorifying him.

Last week on the adivas ceremony of
Gaur purnima we had a very ecstatic and
enthusiastic evening kirtan with the
temple president of ISKCON Vrindavan
and a senior prabhupada disciple HG
Pancha Gauda Prabhu ji. After kirtan he
has also blessed our students for their
upcoming Annual exams.

HG MADHUMATI MATAJI

BGIS has celebrated  the divine appearance
day of Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati thakur
prabhupada with great pomp and vigour. 
The day started with mangal aarti along with
special Guru puja program. We were very
fortunate to have an eminent guest amidst
us  HG Madhumati Mataji, disciple of HH
Gopal Krishna Goswami Maharaj. She was
an Ex-academic convenor of BGIS also a
Ph.d degree holder. She had an interactive
session with the students on this special
event, she specifically mentioned about the
qualities of Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati
thakur who was know as "Lion Guru" for his
fearless and practical way of leading life.
Madhumati mataji had also beautifully
narrated the story of child Bimala prasad 
 during the chariot festival which took place
in Puri.

https://tr-ex.me/translation/english-hindi/distinguished+guests


Student Activities

Extracurricular activities help children to develop their social skills and learn how to work in a team to achieve a shared goal. Activities in
school allow a opportunity for the children to explore different areas of interest, increase self-confidence, build leadership skills and
even improve grades — all while having fun!!

Agricultural activity is a systematic program
of instruction available to students desiring
to learn about the science, business,
technology of plant and animal production,
and also about the environmental and
natural resources systems.

On 5th March Saturday BGIS has
celebrated "Agricultural Day" where all the
children were involved in potato digging
activity in the campus field itself and they
were accompanied by our Ashram
teachers.

Agriculture education programs not only
mean to teach students how to be farmers
but also train tomorrow's scientists,
nutritionists, teachers and so much more.
A combination of classroom instruction
and applied agriculture experiences
outside of the classroom build the
foundation for educated consumers and
agriculturists.
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BGIS CELEBRATED AGRICULTURAL
DAY

SILVER ZONE OLYMPIAD GOLD
MEDALIST "ANIRUDH GUPTA"

Student of BGIS Anirudh Gupta of grade 11
got a medal of excellence-gold in silver zone
olympiads for both Science and Maths 2021-
22. His scores are as follows

IN SCIENCE:- Class rank 1st, State rank 2nd,
Zonal 24 and Olympiad 46 rank with an raw
score of 92.5 of total marks

IN MATHS:- Class rank 1st, State rank 6th,
Zonal Rank 36 and Olympiad 83 rank with a
raw score 86.75 of total marks. 

SPEECH AND A DEBATE COMPETITION
FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS

BGIS has organised Holi Festival in the
campus on 19th March. Boys chooses eco-
friendly way by avoiding the chemical
colours. They applied colours to each other
which shows the symbol of love. Cake and
sweets were distributed among the children. 
Children were said about the significance of
holi and the importance of colours in our
lives in the form of happiness, prosperity,
harmony and peace.

STUDENT'S CELEBRATED HOLI
FESTIVAL 
Holi helps to bring the society together
and strengthen the secular fabric of our
country as the festival is celebrated
irrespective of caste, creed and religion.
This festival celebrates the triumph of
'good' over 'evil'.

BGIS organized a speech and a debate
competition for middle and high school
students on Republic Day. Both debate
and speech competitions witnessed the
participation of 30 students.

 Anirudh is one of the best students of
BGIS and it's not at all an easy task which
he accomplished with lot of hard work and
passion. The biggest reason of being able
to do so is his excellence way of following
spiritual activities which is taught to us by
Srila Prabhupada and he always try to
abide by the school slogan which says
“Physically Fit, Mentally Alert, Spiritually
Connected”.  
       
Silver zone olympiad is conducted by Silver
Zone Foundation, it is proficient in
International Education Olympiads with
more than 18 years of Experience and
Excellence. It helps to popularise academic
growth and fostering a healthy competitive
personality among students. 
SilverZone is headed by industry leaders,
including Researchers, Scholars, and
Technologists with expertise in delivering
exceptional solutions and accelerating
academic progress. With education at the
forefront of society, SilverZone Olympiads
is at the leading edge of innovation.
  



Student Activities
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Four pillars of Dharma.
Role of Bhagavad Gita in building an
ideal citizen.
Glories of Bharatvarsha.
Role of Bhagavad-Gita in the life of
freedom fighters
Monarchy vs Democracy

The debate competition observed a diverse
exchange of opinions.
It was modeled on a holistic discussion
based on pertinent topics and helped
student participants put their cognition on
the following topics-

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

The certificate distribution of debate
competition was held on 26th January' 2022
during the Morning assembly.
The following students have received the
first, second and third position respectively
from
Grade-11
1. Anurag Gupta
2. Vibhor Verma
3. Rajkumar

Grade-12
1. Luv Tripathi
2.Kush Tripathi
3. Gokhlesh Lohkana

Grade-9
1. Shaswat Handa
2. Pavan Handa
3. Ronauk Adwami

STUDENT'S CELEBRATED REPUBLIC
DAY 2022

Gurukula teachers, staffs and students
gathered together this morning to
celebrate the 73rd Republic Day of
India. The Republic Day is a huge
national event celebration to
commemorate the day on which the
Constitution of India came into force.
The festive commenced at the campus
ground with the customary hoisting of
the Indian flag followed by National
Anthem.

A cultural program was organised at
Gurukula to enhance student’s skill and
knowledge about the Republic Day of
India. School's  CAO Radhakant Prabhu in
his address encouraged the students &
Staff to be the forerunners of a social
change to build a better, strong and
spiritual India.

BGIS STUDENTS IN COW SERVICE 
BGIS Students participate
enthusiastically   in services of Goshala as
it is in our culture that from the
beginning of civilization, the human race
has been attaining prosperity, happiness,
health, prestige and auspiciousness by
serving Gaumata. BGIS Students serve in
Goshala wholeheartedly according to
their turns. It is said that those who
serve Gaumata with complete devotion,
the Gaumata gives him a special boon. If
someone serves Gaumata by serving her
fodder, giving her water to drink, carering
her with love and looking after the
injured ones, then one gets whatever he
wishes including an offspring, money,
knowledge, happiness. Students serve
them with fodders and also play with
calves and on Sunday during Campus
Sankirtana students perform kirtana in
Goshala amidst the Holy Cow. 

'Gau’ means ‘cow’ and ‘Mata’ means
‘Mother’. In the Hindu scriptures the cow
is mentioned as Devi and Mother Earth,
the ever-giving nourisher, providing for all
and sustaining the lifetime of all
creatures.Our Shastras as well as Science
are in a sturdy favor of cow milk and its
products, Cow Urine(Gomutra) and Cow
Manure.

Gau Seva is Govind Seva. Gau Mata is
Vishwa mata – the universal mother. In
reality, a cow is considered more sacred
than a human being for she is an
embodiment of divine love.

In Hinduism we consider cow as the
mother of mankind. It is home for all the
33 crore demigods of Hindus. It is
believed to get the blessings of all the 33
crore demigods altogether by serving
gaumata. That's why BGIS is giving this
opportunity to their students to spiritually
enhance themselves by serving cows.

BGIS Students are participating in social
awareness programmes related to
Spiritual awareness especially in nearby
villages with the same enthusiasm as they
are having in their other activities. 

Students begin preaching with the help of
an interpreter from the local people and
later train up some intelligent men who
speak English. When they are conversant
with our philosophy, they can also preach
to the general public. 

We found the villagers to be very receptive,
interested about Krishna Consiousness.
Students does book distribution also teach
them the way of chanting Mahamantra.
They try to answer spiritual queries of the
people. They also conduct Nagar Sankirtan
in the nearby villages.

STUDENT'S  VILLAGE PREACHING

“Bhaiya Aap kal fir se aana”, said children in
the villages to BGIS students. Through
community outreach students shared their
learnings with the children in Nagla Vilage,
Ral Village, Jait Village and Ajhai village. It
was the first time ever they touched a
laptop, their eyes were shining when they
saw the robot. They asked various
questions like how does it work, students
explained them about robots, motors,
sensors, the science and maths behind it.
Children also discussed how the robots
can be used for various purposes in
villages for helping in Farming and
education. Parents were really happy to
see children’s excitement towards learning.
Children also got opportunity to build and
program the robot.

FTC Team BGIS will continue to do
outreaches and plans to make FTC Team
from the nearby villages so that these
students can get the same learning
experience that they had.

Team BGIS also interacted with youth in
the villages to understand the challenges
they are facing and discussed on how
together we can solve them.

BGIS FTC TEAM MAKE COMMUNITY
OUTREACH PROGRAM 

https://callhub.io/community-outreach-strategies/
https://callhub.io/community-outreach-strategies/


NEW TEMPLENEW TEMPLE

VRINDARANYAMVRINDARANYAM

TempleTemple
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Our New Krishna-Balarama Temple is the heart of the Gurukula campus. All the students and
residents are being inspired to come to the temple. The new temple is being built with the
inspiration of HH Gopal Krishna Goswami Maharaj and our director Dr. Lila Purushottam Prabhu
with the initiative to systematically propagate spiritual knowledge to society at large and to
educate all people in the techniques of spiritual life also to propagate a consciousness of
Krishna as it is revealed in the Vedas and shastras. 
These days students are under pressure so they will definitely feel relaxed and spiritually
rejuvenated when they come to the temple. Scientifically we can say the temple is the place
that contains pure vibrations. 
Our New temple Groundbreaking ceremony was done on 16th May 2015 by Shivpal Singh Yadav
( Cabinet Minister Government UP)
 It is built as per the design of the Radha Govind Dev Ji Temple which was made by Man Singh,
general of Akbar during the 16th century. At that time Emperor Akbar used to learn Bhagawat
from Rupa Goswami. 
Temple is being designed by renowned architect Rajesh Bulsera from Mumbai and now it's
being supervised by HG Dwarikanath Prabhu. 
Various donors from all over the world are giving generous contributions to the construction of
the temple. 
Our new temple is near its completion and we are planning a grand opening of the temple in
this year 2022 which will be an offering to Srila Prabhupada for his 125th Appearance day. 



GITA NAGARI

CAMPUS ADDRESS

Gita Nagari is a unique project located at the BGIS campus. It
has residential facilities for devotees to stay in the serene and
spiritual campus in the Holy land of Vrindavan. 

The project construction is under full swing.The second floor
roof is being casted .
The construction work is expected to be completed by March
2023.

Few rooms are left . Please contact us for more details.

24x7 power backup, water supply, wi-fi, medical facilities, and
armed security officials. Residents  and guests at Gita Nagari
will be provided with every facility enjoyed by the other
residents at Vrindaranyam.

Gita Nagari will have 24x7 availability of an emergency vehicle
and personal assistance on a phone call.

Satvik prasadam and free access to spiritual literature for
studies and research will help staying devotees grow in their
spiritual life.

All these features make Gita Nagari the perfect choice for a
comfortable stay.

AND INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
BHAKTIVEDANTA GURUKULA   

Held a small groundbreaking ceremony
to formally announce the construction
of a new building called Gita Nagari. 

This building is still under construction
which will have the following facilities
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BHAKTIVEDANTA GURUKULA AND
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

AJHAI KHURD, CHAUMUHAN MATHURA
UTTAR PRADESH  281406 INDIA

https://www.lawinsider.com/dictionary/permanent-address#:~:text=Permanent%20Address%20means%20the%20physical,Sample%201

